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An apparatus was developed for obtaining emission transaxial images of sections
of organs containing positron-emitting radiopharmaceuticals. The detection
system is a hexagonal array of 24 N aI (TI) detectors connected to coincidence
circuits to achieve the "electronic" collimation of annihilation photons. The
image is formed by a computer-applied algorithm which provides quantitative
reconstruction of the distribution of activity. Computer simulations, phantom
and animal studies show that this approach is capable of providing images of
better contrast and resolution than are obtained with scintillation cameras.
Advantages of positron vs. single photon reconstruction tomography are discussed.
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99mTc are less akin to physiological processes than
those of many other radionuclides,
As a consequence of the above limitations,
imaging in nuclear medicine has been primarily
limited to morphological examinations. While
these are undeniably important, potentially rewarding physiological studies which should be
possible in this field have been greatly restricted.
We have developed an apparatus which provides high contrast transaxial tomographic images
of organs and structures containing positronemitting radionuclides. This device improves
contrast by minimizing the interference from
surrounding tissue through the use of annihilation
coincidence detection 2 and mathematical reconstruction of cross-section images from a series of
views obtained at a number of discrete angles.
The resolution achieved is uniform and independent of the depth of the region examined. In
addition, since many positron-emitting radionuclides can be used to label not only agents for
morphological studies but also biologically active
compounds, there are numerous potential applications for this device in nuclear medicine.

rent methods of nuclear medicine imaging of
Curorgans
containing gamma-emitting radionuclides impose three major limitations on the
usefulness of these techniques. (a) Image contrast is severely reduced by activity contained in
tissues surrounding the region of interest. This
activity, which contributes noise to the image, may
vary spatially and temporally, and is often so
pronounced that only structures with a high
radionuclide concentration can be differentiated
from their surroundings. (b) In spite of the relatively high inherent resolution capabilities of certain nuclear medicine imaging devices, their
effective resolution is limited by that of the
collimator whose improvement must be weighed
against the concomitant severe loss in detection
efficiency. Since the resolution and sensitivity
for the imaging of sources in tissues of collimators
varies with distance, the perceptibility of small or
low contrast structures is usually reduced with
depth. (c) The widespread use of 99mTc in nuclear
medicine limits the scope of this discipline. Although 99mTc is readily available, inexpensive, has
a low energy-high photon yield, and possesses
some desirable chemical properties, there ate two
drawbacks to its use : (i) Because of the low energy
of the gamma radiation of 99mTc, detection efficiency varies significantly with depth and may be
affected by the presence of bone overlying the organ of interest, and (ii) the chemical properties of

METHODS

The concept of reconstructing a tomographic
section from the external detection of gamma-rayemitting radionuclides at multiple angles around a
subject has been previously described. Kuhl and

1 From the Division of Radiation Sciences, Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, Mo.
Presented at the Sixtieth
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This work was supported by NIH Grant No. 5 POl HL13851, by NIH Grant 1 ROl HL15432, and by NIH Fellowship No. I-F03GM55196.
2 The term annihilation coincidence detection in this text denotes the simultaneous detection of the two 511 keY photons
which are created by the annihilation of a positron.
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Schematic diagram of p ro t ot yp e PETT.

his coworkers (21- 24) have developed a method of
reconstructing a transaxial tomographic section of
the head from a series of rectilinear scans performed with scintillation detectors of conventional
design. This approach has been applied with
modifications by others (3, 27, 31- 34) . Recently,
Budinger (8) described transaxial reconstructions
from measurements taken as a subject is rotated
within the field of view of a scintillation camera.
The advantages of annihilation coincidence detection in nuclear medicine imaging have also
been investigated (6, 7, 9, 14, 25, 35). Brownell
and his eoworkers (6, 9) successfully developed a
camera for the imaging of structures containing
positron-emitting radionuclides. The device has
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al so been utilized for tomographic reconstruction
with rotation of the object under study (11).
Ch esler (10, 11) and Cormack (13) pointed out the
advantages of annihilation coincidence detection
in transaxial tomographic reconstruction. Robertson et al. (29) described a tomographic system
for positron-emitting nuclides , based on the use
of a ring of scintillation detectors operated in the
coincidence mode.
We have designed, built, and tested an experim ental version of an apparatus which incorporates
some of the features of Kuhl's device and a positron detection system similar to that developed by
Brownell. However, our system embodies some
important characteristics not found in the devices
developed by the above investigators. We call
this apparatus a positron emission transaxial
tomo graph (P ET T) .
The prototype PETT basicall y consists of 24
NaI(TI ) scintillation detectors placed in a hexagonal array (Figs. 1 and 2). Each opposing pair
of detectors is connected in coincidence such that
events are accepted only when two photons are
recorded by the two detectors simultaneously.
The sub ject under st udy is placed on a computercontrolled rotating platform in the center of th e
hexagon . The data collected from the 12 pairs of
detectors are used to recon struct an image of the
cro ss-section distribution of activity by a computer-applied algorithm.
Coincidence Detection of A nnihilation Radiation :
The PETT scanner is designed exclusively for use
with positron-emitting radionuc1ides. There are
five reasons for this choice. (a) Because the annihilation photons are simult a neously emitted at
180 0 , annihilation coincidence can be used as an
"electronic" collimator to limit the field of view
to activity lying in a well defined cylinder between
the two detectors . This eliminat es the need for

Fig. 2. A. Photogra ph of pr ot ot ype PETT. The ob ject examined (phantom or a nima l ) is placed on a
turntable at the cente r of the hexagon. The turntable rotates under computer control , wit h it s axis of
rotation perpendicul ar t o t he plane of the hexagon .
B. Phantom is sho wn on th e turntable.
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absorbing-type collimators. (b) The use of annihilation coincidence detection results in higher
overall resolution and contrast than are presently
available in single photon imaging devices. (c)
In contrast to the isosensitivity response of single
photon detection, the response of annihilation
coincidence detection is more uniform and therefore more suited to the interactive relationships of
the mathematical reconstruction necessary for
tomographic imaging. (d) The sensitivity of detection with annihilation coincidence counting is
independent of the depth of the activity in tissue.
(e) "Electronic" collimation allows a much higher
radiation detection efficiency without loss in
resolution than is possible with conventional collimators. These characteristics of annihilation
coincidence detection are discussed in greater detail below in the light of their impact on tomographic reconstruction.
Figure 3 shows the line-spread function (LSF)
and the isoresponse curves for a positron-emitting
line source in water between two scintillation
detectors operated in coincidence. The full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of the LSF is about
40% of the exposed diameter of the detector
crystals, and it does not vary significantly as a
function of the position of the source of radiation
between the detectors. In contrast, the resolution of detectors with the typical absorbing collimators used for single photon detection varies
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Fig. 3. Line-spread functions (LSF) and isoresponse
curves for a positron-emitting line source (64CU) in water
f?r two opposing- scintillation detectors operated in coinclde~ce .. The detector crystals are Nal(T!) cylinders 5.1
cm m diameter and 5.1 cm thick, collimated each with a
2.5-cm straight-bore hole provided in a 2.5-cm-thick lead
plate.
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Fig. 4. Depth independence of annihilation coincidence detection. The lower portion of the figure shows coincidence
counting rate as a plane radioactive source containing a positron
emitter is moved between two detectors. If one annihilation
photon traverses the thickness a to reach the detector, the other
photon must traverse the thickness b and the attenuation for a
coincidence event is contributed by a + b = D.

substantially with the distance between the detector and the source. Although some degree of
uniformity in the isoresponse curves of single
photon detection can be obtained at the expense
of efficiency by suitably designed collimators (1,
12, 15), this method does not achieve the uniformity of response provided by annihilation coincidence detection (5, 15,25,35).
Annihilation coincidence detection permits the
detection of radionuclides with sensitivity independent of depth. As shown in Figure 4, the coincidence count rate remains constant as a plane
source containing a positron-emitting radionuclide
(64CU) is moved from one side of a water phantom
to the other. This is due to the fact that the two
511-keV annihilation photons must always cross a
total path length, D, to be detected in coincidence.
The absolute sensitivity can be calculated from D
and the attenuation coefficient of the material
traversed. This is not the case with single photon
detection, where sensitivity decreases with depth
due to the increasing path length through the object and corresponding increase in attenuation.
Furthermore, the variation in geometrical response
of conventional absorbing collimators compounds
the difficulty in defining the spatial sensitivity.
The high energy of the annihilation radiation (511
keY) also minimizes variations in the attenuation
of this radiation in tissues of different composition
and thickness.
A fundamental difference between the "electronic" collimation possible with annihilation
radiation and conventional absorbing-type collimation used for single photon detection is that the
former permits a higher overall radiation detection
efficiency when multiple detector systems are
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Fi g. 5. Numerica l printout of P ETT re constructed
image from computer -simula ted data . Angu lar a nd
transverse sa mpling : 7.5 0 a nd I cm, re spect ively. The
simu lat ed phantom consist s of four compa rt m ent s : a
L cm -thick out er rin g, a 14-cm-diamete r inner cy lind er ,
an d t wo cy lindrica l tubes res pect ively :2.:2 an d 1.:2 cm in
di amet er , with simulat ed ac t ivit y levels of :2, 1, 4, and 4
in each compar t ment.
In ser t : reconst ruct ed im age.

emp loyed ." As pointed out by Burnham and
Brownell (9) , when coincidence collimation is used,
all the radiation (neglect ing attenuation) can
theoretically be detected and its origin established.
The lower sensitivity of sing le-phot on detection
is inherent to the loss of radiation by absorption in
the collimator. The efficiency of single-photon
detection systems using multiple detectors in creases directly with the number of detectors,
whereas annihilation coincidence systems composed of multiple detectors can be designed to increase efficienc y by the square of the number of
detectors 3. Comparisons of sensit ivity of sing le
photon and positron detection for dual probe
scanners (2, 25) are invalid for larger arrays of
detectors which use such a multiple coincidenc e
design unless the above effect is con sidered .
R econstruction Algorithm : A number of differ ent reconstruction algorithms have been descri bed for transaxial tomographic section imagin g.
These algorithms can be broadly classified as
Fourier- or non-Fourier- based. The Fourierbased algorithms (4, 10, 28, 30) use Fourier transforms, Fourier series, convolution, or, equivalently,
J A det ailed study of the ad va nt age s of positron-emitting
r ad ionu clides for tomographic recon st ructi on is included in "The
a p plica t ion of annihilation coin cid en ce detecti on to transa xial
reconst ru ction tomography" by M . E . P he lps et al . (:27a ).
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filt ering of the collected data to perform the recon struction. Non-Fourier-based reconstruction
algorithms (16-1 R, 20) in genera l use algebraic or
iterative numerical processing of the data.
We have chos en to use a Fourier-based approach developed by the Biomedical Computer
Laboratory, Washington Univ ersity School of
Medicine. The algorithm emp loyed will not be
discussed in detail, but some of the general assumptions and criteria of the mathematical reconstruction used in transaxial emission tomography and
how they relate to the method of detection will be
considered.
The purpose of transaxial reconstruction tomography is to reproduce the distribution of activity
in a cross-section slice of the body. The data for
recon struction are a seri es of activity profiles
obtained by performing transverse scanning at
various angles about the object in the plane of the
cross sect ion of interest. The data collected are
used to generate enough ind ependent equations to
recon struct the distribution of activity. On e of
the primary assumptions in the reconstruction
algorithm is that th e number of counts recorded at
each point represents the sum of the activity along
a well defined line (or region) in the plane of interest . This assumption is valid for the well defin ed
and depth-independent re sponse of an annihilation coincidence det ection system . However , the
varying response with depth of single-p hoto n
cou nt ing systems violates this assumption, producing a distortion of the image.
Although the attenuation of radiation is const ant with respect to depth on a line between two
detectors in annihilation coincidence, varying
thicknesses of materi al are interposed between
each detector pair as data are collected at different
points across the ob ject . Thus an atten~ation
correction mu st be made on each data point recorded. One method is to det ermine the physical
dimensions of the object and multiply each data
point by e'" , where x is th e thickness of. the object
between the coincid ence detector pairs, and J.],
is an average linear attenu ation coefficient. This
approach is subject t o error if IJ. varies significantly
across the object, as wh en the lungs or bone are
traversed. Another method consists of measuring the attenuation of 5 1l -keV radiation in the
subject and then using this information to correct
th e em ission data before reconstruction. W e
have used this approach by placing a thin plastic
ring containing a solution of 64CU around the subject and collecting the count rate as a function of
transverse and angular position. The same measurem ent is made without the subject in position,
and the ratio of the' two m easurements give s the
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SC IN TIL LAT ION
CAMERA
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Fig. 6. Comparison of linespread functions for a scintillation
camera (Nuclear Chicago HP with
15,OOO-hole high-resolution collimator) (left) and for the PETT
(right) at various depths in a
water phantom. A. Diagram of
the placement of the phantom.
B. Recorded images.
C. Line-spread functions versus depth. 99mTc and 64CU, respectively, were used with the
scintillation camera and the
PETT.
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attenuation factor. Because of the well defined
and depth-independent response of annihilation
coincidence, this attenuation correction method
is accurate and simple to implement.
The reconstruction algorithm used in this study
was evaluated by performing reconstructions of
computer-simulated phantom data. The results
of such a study are shown in Figure 5. The
numerical values are in good agreement with the
actual values of the activities in the cylinder and
the 2.2-cm hot tube. However, the values for
the I-cm thick ring and 1.2-cm hot tube of about
150 and 240 are lower than the correct values of
200 and 400. This is explained by the fact that
the sampling resolution, ring, and hot tube dimensions were all about 1 cm, and from the sampling
theorem the exact answer can be recovered only
if the sampling resolution is S 1/2 the object size."
The Prototype PETT: A schematic illustration
and photographs of the prototype PETT are shown
4 Experimentally, the necessary sampling resolution is usually
from 1/2 to 1/4 the object size if quantitative recovery is to be
expected.
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in Figures 1 and 2. The detector consists of
twenty-four 5.1 X 5.1-cm NaI(TI) scintillation
detectors placed in a hexagonal array (4 to aside).
Lead shields 2.5 cm thick with 2.5-cm diameter
straight-bore holes are placed in front of each
detector to increase the inherent detector resolution to about 1.1 cm full width at half maximum
(FWHM, Fig. 3). Shielding is provided to exclude radiation originating outside the cross section examined. The output of each detector is
connected to individual preamplifiers, amplifiers,
and single-channel pulse-height analyzers. The
output of the single-channel pulse-height analyzers of each directly opposing pair of detectors is connected to a coincidence circuit with
a resolving time of 30 nanoseconds (Fig. 1) .
This establishes the "electronic" collimation of the
12 sets of detectors, since an event is accepted only
when two photons are recorded by detectors simultaneously. With the above resolving time and
shielding, the random coincidence rate of the data
collected in this work for the highest counting rates
was less than 5% of the true coincidence rate.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of images of a phantom obtained with the
PETT (left) and a scintillation camera operated in the conventional mode (same as in Fig. 6) (right). The phantom consists of the following compartments: a I-cm-thick ring surrounding a 14-cm-diameter cylinder, the latter containing three
cylindrical compartments, two of them 2 cm in diameter and the
third 3 cm in diameter. The compartments were filled with a
radionuc1ide with relative activities of 3, 1, 5, 3, and 0, respectively. The scintillation camera image was obtained by filling
the phantom compartments with a solution of 99mTc, and the
PETT image was obtained with identical activities of 64CU.
Both images were formed by 300,000 counts.

Fig. 8. Test of quantitative reconstruction
accuracy of the PETT. Right: Illustration of
activity distribution (64CU) in a 14-cm diameter
phantom. Left: Reconstruction image from
the PETT. Image formed by 340,000 counts.

The outputs of the 12 coincidence units are routed
into a parallel channel interface to an Interdata
Model 70 minicomputer.
Each set of four detectors directly faces the four
on the opposite side. The detectors are not centered on the side of the hexagon, but are displaced
by 0.5,1, 1.5,1, and 2.5,1, where ,1 = 1/6 centerto-center distance between neighboring detectors,
as shown in Figure 1. After the system rotates
360 0, each set of detectors will have recorded data
at the same set of angles as all the other sets of
detectors. The net result is a set of transverse
scans which sample in 24 positions with a sampling
resolution of 1 cm. When data are recorded over
360°, it would appear that the second 180° is redundant, since the detectors record activity across
the total width of the organ. However, because
each set of four coincident pairs of detectors is
offset in one direction, there are three displaced
sets of data in the rotation from 0 ° to 180 0, and
three more complementary displace.d sets of data
in the 180° to 36()0 rotation, yielding a total of six
independent sets of displaced detector positions.
In the prototype PETT, the object examined is
placed on a platform in the center of the 24-detector hexagonal array (Fig. 2). The rotation of

January 1975

the platform is computer-controlled. Coincidence
data from the 12 coincident pairs of detectors are
recorded every 7.5°, stored, sorted, and then processed by the reconstruction algorithm, using the
Interdata Model 70 minicomputer. The dataprocessing time of the Fourier transform reconstruction algorithm is about 25 seconds. All of
the programs are presently written in FORTRAN
because of ease of programming. FORTRAN,
however, is slower in execution time than the
Interdata assembly language. The assembly language version of the algorithm should yield a considerably faster reconstruction calculation.
RESULTS

Phantom Studies: To evaluate the overall resolution of the PETT, three capillary tubes 1.2 mm
in diameter, containing a solution of 64CU, were
placed in an 18-cm-diameter cylindrical phantom
filled with water (Fig. 6). The data were corrected for attenuation by measuring the thickness
of the phantom and applying the attenuation coefficient of water for 511 kcV radiation. The reconstructed image containing 200,000 counts and
LSFs is shown in Figure 7. For comparison,
the same phantom containing 99mTc was placed
against the face of a Nuclear Chicago HP scintillation camera fitted with a high-resolution 15,000hole collimator. The phantom was oriented such
that the line sources formed an angle of 60 ° with
respect to the face of the camera (Fig. 6). The
projected distances between the line sources were
4.8 cm. The line sources were 2, 9, and 16 cm
from the face of the gamma camera, and 200,000
counts were collected. Numerical data from the
scintillation camera were collected in a 32 X 32
array with a PDP-12 computer and used to construct the LSFs for the scintillation camera. This
illustrates the decrease in sensitivity and resolution
with distance for the scintillation camera and the
depth independence of the resolution with the
PETT. It can be seen from Figures 3 and 6 that
the LSFs for the reconstructed image are in good
agreement with the coincident detector response.
In a comparison of the imaging capabilities of
the PETT and of a scintillation camera used in the
conventional non-tomographic mode (Fig. 7),
the PETT image provided better recognition of the
phantom structure. Both images contained about
300,000 total counts, collected in 12 minutes by
the scintillation camera.
The ability of the PETT to yield a quantitative
image was tested (Fig. 8) with a phantom filled
with relative activities of 1, 4, and 0 in the cylinder
and two 3-cm tubes, respectively. The reconstructed activities were 1 ± 0.1,4 ± 0.1, and 0 ±
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COMPARISON OF DATA COLLECTION TIMES OF A SCINTILLATION CAMERA* AND THE
PETT SCANNER FOR A PHA:"TOM WITH VARIOUS ACTIVITY DISTRIBUTIONS

Phantom]

Total Activity]
(/lCi)

Total No. of
Counts in Image

370

280,000
440,000

A
B

600
480

C

~Data

Collection Time (min.j->Scintillation
PETT
Camera
15

16
14

350,000

12
12
12

* Nuclear Chicago Model HP fitted with a 15,OOO-hole high-resolution collimator.
t The phantom consists of a Lucite cylinder approximately 17 cm in external diameter and 10
cm high, filled with a solution of either 99mTcor 64CU. Various cylindrical containers with different
activities are placed in the phantom.
t 99mTc for the scintillation camera and 64CU for the PETT.

Relative

~_+- 2 cm

I cm

0.1 in the cylinder and the two 3-cm tubes, which
is in agreement with the relative activities in the
phantom. The 3-cm objects were employed to
demonstrate the quantitative aspect of the reconstruction, since the sampling resolution (1.2 cm
FWHM) must be 2 to 4 times smaller than the
object size (3 cm) for quantitative reconstruction.
The sensitivity of the PETT for imaging purposes was compared to that of the scintillation
camera. The data collection times required by the
two devices to obtain images of a comparable
number of counts are given in TABLE 1. Equivalent activities of 64CU and 99mTc were employed for
the PETT and scintillation camera imaging. It
should be noted that while the data were obtained
with a phantom filled to the top (7 cm high), the
PETT utilized only a cross-section slice slightly
thicker than 1 cm for the formation of the image,
whereas the scintillation camera collected data
from the whole phantom.
Animal Studies: 'Two sets of experiments were
carried out in two dogs (one set per dog) to assess
the PETT imaging capabilities for different organs
visualized by means of pharmaceuticals labeled
with positron-emitting radionuclides. The dogs
were 50-lb. mongrels which were anesthetized
throughout the duration of the experiment. For
each study the dog was placed on the rotating
table in the center of the PETT. Data were collected every 7.5 0 for a :3GO 0 rotation. Before each
measurement the previously injected activity was
allowed to decay to a negligible level for imaging.
In the first set of experiments, positron-emission

3 cm-H---..+---.I
I cm

transverse tomographic sections of the thorax were
obtained at the level of the sixth thoracic vertebra
(Fig. 9). The experiment was carried out in the
following sequence: (a) The dog was injected
intravenously with 10 mCi of H 2 1;j O (1"0;
TIle = 2 min.).
Three minutes was allowed for
equilibration with fast equilibrating water compartments, and an image was obtained in 4.8
minutes. (b) Twelve millicuries of 13NHs (13N;
TIle = 10 min.) was injected intravenously and
eight minutes was allowed for the clearance of the
ammonia from the blood and for equilibration with
soft tissues. An image was obtained in 12 minutes. (c) The dog was allowed to breathe llCO
(llC; Tlf, = 20 min.) for about one minute to
label its blood with an estimated 8 m Ci of IlCOhemoglobin. Five minutes was allowed for blood
equilibration before a 24-minute data collection
period. (d) Ten millicuries of 18F (T If, = 110
min.) in water solution was injected, and a period
of one hour was allowed for the fluorine to clear
from thc blood. The data collection time was 24
minutes.
The images obtained in the above set of experiments were corrected for attenuation by the
measured transmission method described above.
A transmission image using the data employed for
attenuation correction is shown in Figure 9. The
image obtained with H 2 1:JO shows the distribution
of equilibrated water in soft tissues. The equilibratiori of water in bone is slow, which accounts
for a void in the image at the position of the
vertebral column. Lungs also show a relatively
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low concentration of H 2 150 . The 13NH s is preferentially taken up in the myocardium, as reported
by others (19, 26). The contrast ratio between
the myocardium and the adjacent tissues is about
8 to 1 in the reconstructed image. The vertebral
column, lungs, and chambers of the heart appear
as voids in this image. The image obtained with
llCO-hemoglobin represents the blood distribution
in the chambers of the heart, large blood vessels
such as the aorta, and in general in the vascular
distribution in surrounding tissues. The 18F is
mainly concentrated in the vertebral column, ribs,
and sternum. The contrast ratio in the reconstructed image between the vertebral column and
immediately surrounding regions is about 15 to 1.
In the second set of experiments, positron
transverse tomographic sect ions of another dog
were obtained at the level of the eleventh thoracic
vertebra. The administration of H 2 150, IsNH s,
and llCO-hemoglobin was carried out in the same
manner as described above. The reconstructed
images are shown in Figure 10. The H 2 150 again
shows the soft-tissue distribution, whereas 13NH 3
is concentrated in the liver because of the incorporation of the ammonia into the urea cycle.
The 11CO-hemoglobin displays the blood distribution in large blood vessels , the liver, and the
spleen. The large voids are the stomach and
small intestine.
The above animal studies were performed without phasic data collection with respect to cardiac
cycl es or respiration. The only image manipula-
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Fig . 9. Cross-section ima ges obtained with the PETT
of a dog injected successively
with H 2 150 , 13NH3, llCG, and
18F
containing
63,000,
230 ,000,350,000, and 413 ,000
counts, respectively. The
level of the cross section is
at the sixth thoracic vertebra.
Ana t omical structures at this
level are shown at top center.
A transmission image reconst ru ct ed from the data
used for the attenuation correction is shown at the
bottom center.

lie 0
tion was a 4-point nearest-neighbor smoothing of
a 64 X 64 data display array. No lower or upper
level suppression techniques were employed. The
displayed images represent the total reconstructed
data. The anatomical structure of the cross
sections was verified by lateral and anteroposterior
radiographs and by autopsy performed on the
second dog .
DISCUSSION

The above results show that positron-emission
transaxial tomographic reconstruction permits the
visualization of structures which are not ordinarily
perceptible with conventional nuclear medicine
imaging devices. This result is achieved by the
high contrast and uniform resolution inherent in
annihilation coincidence detection and by the removal of superposition of structures through the
use of mathematical reconstruction. These improvements are important in nuclear medicine,
where differences in image contrast determine
whether or not a structure is visualized.
The phantoms and animal sections imaged in
this study had an outer diameter which did not
exceed 20 cm because of the limited transverse
field size of the prototype PETT. However,
annihilation coincidence imaging can be applied
to considerably larger objects, because this method
yields resolution and sensitivity independent of
depth (Figs. 3 and 4). This is in contrast to singlephoton imaging syste ms which generally exhibit a
decreasing resolution with depth. The attenua-
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Fig. 10. Cross-section images
by the PETT of a dog injected
with H 21OO, lsNH s, and HCO
containing 55,000, 205,000, and
232,000 total counts, respectively.
The level of the cross section is at
the eleventh thoracic vertebra.
Anatomical structures at this
level which are shown at top
center are: spleen (upper left),
large blood vessels (center), liver
(lower left and upper right).
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tion correction of an annihilation coincidence sys- We are presently constructing an enlarged version
tem is simple and accurate. The approximate of the PETT with 8 detectors per side (48 detectors
and more complicated schemes necessary for total) and capable of providing a total number of
single photon detection systems must take into 192 pairs of detectors in coincidence. Since at
consideration the depth dependence and geo- present the sensitivity of the prototype PETT is
metrical divergence of the collimated field of view. comparable to that of a scintillation camera
These problems are aniplified for the single-photon (TABLE I), the newer device should provide a
counting system as the object size increases. tomographic imaging system considerably faster
Even if proper attenuation corrections are possible than conventional cameras presently used in
in single photon counting systems, the lower con- nuclear medicine.
trast ratio from deep-seated structures requires a
The fact that the PETT can be employed only
large attenuation correction on less well defined for radionuclides decaying by positron emission
structures. The approximations used to correct may appear to limit severely the possible clinical
for these factors, or ignoring them, results in a usefulness of this approach. However, there are
distortion of the image in single-photon counting a number of positron-emitting radionuclides with
systems. The degree of such distortion and its physical and chemical characteristics very favorsignificance in reconstructed images have not yet able for use in nuclear medicine. For example,
been fully investigated.
68Ga (Tlj, = 68 min.) is produced by a long-lived
The positron emission transverse tomograph generator, 68Ge (Tlj, = 272 days), and is a posican be designed to utilize the radiation emitted tron-emitting analog of 67Ga, the usefulness of
by radionuclides more efficiently than is generally which is well recognized in nuclear medicine.
possible with single photon detection systems. In addition, a number of nuclides (e.g., lIe, 150,
The prototype PETT described in this work em- 13N, 18F) currently employed in physiological
ploys only coincidences occurring in directly studies are positron-emitters. In general, the
opposing pairs of detectors. However, as pre- dedication of this apparatus to the use of positronviously discussed, a much more efficient utilization emitting radionuclides may be less restrictive than
of the annihilation radiation is accomplished by the limitations imposed on scintillation cameras,
the use of a multiple coincidence logic. The which require low-energy photon-emitters, or
multiple coincidence logic for the PETT utilizes those imposed by the chemical properties of techcoincidences between each detector on one side of netium.
the hexagon with all the detectors on the opposing
It is our opinion that the use of a transaxial
side. Thus where the directly opposing coin- tomographic system for the imaging of organs and
cidence logic uses 12 pairs of coincident detectors, structures containing positron-emitting radiothe multiple coincidence has a total of 48, an im- nuclides opens fruitful new areas of exploration
provement in efficiency by about a factor of 4. in nuclear medicine by removing some of the
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restrictive barriers imposed by present-day techniques, instrumentation, and limited choice of
radionuc1ides.
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